138.   THE LATE MR. HOOSEN DAWAD
We regret to announce that young Hoosen Dawad, who ^
ailing for a long time and who had the benefit of the most skilled
medical attendance and the unceasing and devoted nursing of a
loving father, passed away on Monday night. We consider that
Mr* Hoosen gave promise of being one of the greatest Indians of
South Africa, We extend our sympathy to the bereaved family.
We hope to give a special memoir1 and portrait of the deceased
in our next issue. This issue being specially published for giving
new of the passive resistance struggle, it is impossible for us to cope
with the memoir.
Ma Opinion, 24-9-1913
139.   THE £3 TAX
For many reasons we consider that the central point of the
struggle is this blood tax, as we have not hesitated to call it. It
ought never to have been imposed. The history of the imposition
does not reflect any credit on Natal, It would never have been
imposed if we, the free Indian setders of Natal, had, at the time,
done our duty completely. It would never have been imposed if
the otherwise fine statesmen of Natal, who were then in power,
had not truckled to the planter and the fanning communities. We
may here recall the fact that the original intention of the then
Gcpromment was to impose an annual tax of £25 on ex-indentured
Indians and to make it? non-payment a criminal offence. This
wa too much for the Government of India, though it was soft
and aoxroaiodating enough. The figure was, therefore, brought
to £3 and the Government of India would not listen to the
to make its non-payment a criminal offence. So a Bill
passed in 1895 imposing the tax, the condition being that, if
Ac a-fodeatured Indian left for India on the termination of his
iodeatmt: or entered into further indenture, he was exempt but,
if he dW sot <b dther aad wished to settle m Natal as a freeman,
fee and his wert bound to pay the tax which could be collected by
* && nafflaary process. The first collections started in 1900,
1 K* The Late Iff, Haji Hoosm Dswad Makoajed" pp. 222-i

